Political Science Courses – Spring 2011

15039  PSC 103: Intro. to Political Science (3)  TuTh 9:25  Jennings
17243  PSC 201: American Government (3)  ONLINE  Fadiga-Stewart
10553  PSC 201: American Government (3)  TuTh 10:50  Sanders
17347  PSC 201: American Government (3)  TuTh 12:15  Sanders
17289  PSC 302: The Politics of Globalization (3)  TR 8  Fadiga-Stewart
17503  PSC 361: Politics of Developing Areas (3)  MW 10  Fadiga-Stewart
10557  PSC 406: State and Local Government (3)  MWF 11:00  Sanders
17502  PSC 435: American Political Parties  MWF 9:00  Sanders
16969  PSC 440: Judicial Process (3)  TR 10:50  Jennings
17501  PSC 442: Civil Rights Law T 6:00  Jennings
17508  PSC 444: Civil Liberties/Civil Rights (3)  TR 1:40  Jennings
15689  PSC 487: Politics & Video Lab (3-6)  TBA  Jennings
17504  PSC 492: Women, Politics & Policy (3)  ONLINE  Fadiga-Stewart
17512  PSC 499: Irish Politics in Prose, Poetry and Music (3)  Jennings
   Held in Belfast and Dublin
17507  PSC 542: Civil Rights Law T 6:00  Jennings
17508  PSC 544: Civil Liberties/Civil Rights (3)  TR 1:40  Jennings
17505  PSC 689: Politics of Developing Areas (3)  MW 10  Fadiga-Stewart
17513  PSC 689: Irish Politics in Prose, Poetry and Music (3)  Jennings
   Held in Belfast and Dublin
17511  PSC 698: Practicum in Political Science (3)  Jennings